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ABSTRACT
After a brief history of influences on the

standardization of Russian since the Pevolution, the descriptive and
normalizing role of specific reference works of grammar, phonetics,
vocabulary, and morphology is discussed. Concluding remarks point ou+
a problem caused by a lack of coordination of standardization efforts
and the mounting demands for its increase. (PL)
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Soviet policy toward language has been a subject of keen
interest to linguists and to specialists on the U.S.S.R.'
Various works in the West have been devoted to Soviet lin-
guistic theory and to treatment of language problems. One
subject of interest has been Marrism. 2 Another major
subject of Western research has been Soviet efforts to Rus-
sify minority languages with regulated introduction into these
languages of Russian political and scientific terminology. 3

No study, however, has as yet treated a certain aspect of
language policy often referred to in Soviet linguistic literature,
namely, the movement to complete the standardization of
Russian, This paper will discuss Soviet standardization of
Russian: the historical background, the problems, the

I progress.
During the last several centuries, strong tendencies

toward the development of a single standard have appeared
among all the major languages of Europe.f The elements

1
stimulating linguistic centralization include, among others,

1

the emergence of a strong central government, nationalism,

I population, compulsory military service, spread of education
increase in reading material of all types, mobility of the

and literacy, influence of mass communications media. 4
1 These general factors were functioning in Czarist Russia

and have continued to function in Soviet Russia.5 To be sure,
ir in the Soviet Union the standardization of Russian has been
to subjected to special additional types of influence. The evo-

lution of these should be traced briefly at this point.
During the years immediately following the Revolution,

O various conditions arose which had a destructive impact on
the standard language. 6 These conditions can be enumerated0 as follows: The disappearance from public life of many
highly educated speakers, the appearance of dialect-speaking

...I semi-literate persons in important public positions, the
tio fondness of Marxist intellectuals for borrowing Western-European
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words on an extravagant scale, the Communist tendency to
negate the old bourgeois cultural values, the official policy
of encouraging minority languages, the replacement of pre-
War political concepts by Revolutionary innovations. These
conditions led to linguistic chaos. Russian was inundated
by an enormous influx of dialectisms, sub-standard and
slang forms, vulgarisms, abbreviated worth: and other
neologisms, foreign borrowings, and political cliches.

The new Revolutionary-style Russian was viewed with
repugnance by various leading politicians, educators, and
writers. 7 However, the conservative opposition remained
impotent during the 1920's even though Lenin himself sup-
ported it. 8 The turning point came in the middle 1930's.
Maksim Gor'kij led the return to linguistic stabilization
and moderation. 9 This meant a return to the Russian of
the pre-War classics, a restoration of a stable literary
Russian as opposed to the proliferation of non-standard
forms. The restitution of the pre-War standard coincided
with the re-emergence of Great Russian nationalism. From
the 1930's to the present, this exaggerated nationalism has
dominated the Soviet scene.1° It helped bring about the
notorious linguistic discussion of 1950.11 This discussion
destroyed the Marrist view that Soviet-era Russian could
not be considered the same language as the standard used
before 1917. According to Marr, the overthrow of the base
of society had caused the overthrow of the cultural super-
structure, including language. Stalin himself declared
emphatically at the height of the discussion that language
was independent of both superstructure and base, and,
therefore, was not subject to sudden change.lz He ex-
pressed his agreement with the traditional concept that a
single, national standard Russian has existed from the time
of Pakin into the Soviet era.

The post-War policy of the government has been to
exalt the role of Russian as the language of the leading
Soviet ethnic group. Russian is glorified not only as the
lingua franca of the U.S.S.R., but, in addition, as a major
world language.13

The campaign to stress the primacy of Russian was
reinforced by the creation on March 14, 1958, of a Russian
Language Institute in the Academy of Sciences.14 The an-
nouncement concerning the creation of the Institute declared
that the "enhanced world significance of the Russian language
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makes necessary a more profound . . . study [thereof] . . . "15

The Institute's Section for Contemporary Literary Language
and Speech Culture was to concentrate on the standardiza-
tion of Russian. In fact, this Section took over the work of the
section for Speech Culture, organized on August 29, 1952, within
the Academy' Linguistics Institute." The Section for Speech
Culture had been assigned the mission of organizing linguists-
attempts to ascertain "what the norms of modern Russian and the
other literary languages of the U. S. S. R. are and what, in
general, language norm is. s17 The close tie between stand-
ardization and stylistics was recognized.18

After this brief historical sketch, we can turn to the
Soviets' approach to the problem of defining the terms
"standard Russian" and "standardization" of Russian, in
regard to defining these terms Soviet linguistis have offered
nothing original. V. Vinogradov, the leading Soviet specialist
on modern Russian, has mentioned the problem of defining
standard in his discussion of stylistics, but he does not
give a specific definition.19 Other Soviet linguists, such as
Gvozdev and Oiegov, have attempted definitions. Gvozdev
states that the "basic features of a linguistic standard are:
unity, uniformity, the absence of fluctuation, the general
acceptability of linguistic forms. "2° He adds that the use
of non-standard forms can interfere seriously with the
speaker's or reader's comprehension. 21 Oi"egov writes
that the "standard is the system of linguistic forms which
are the most suitable (`correct, "preferable') for serving
society. "22 Neither Gvozdev nor OZegov gives any indica-
tion of how to determine which forms are most "uniform, "
"acceptable, " "suitable," "correct, " or "preferable."
Soviet linguists are not content with the preceding definitions.
A recent editorial in the journal Problems of Linguistics
calls for a clarification of the "linguistic standard. "23 Ap-
parently, in practice, Soviet linguists consider standard
Russian to be the language used by highly educated speakers
in the major Great-Russian cities.24 Its most stable variant
in the formal, written language. Spoken standard Russian
differs, of course, somewhat from its written counterpart. 25

No precise definition of "standardization" was found in
the literature examined for this study. Apparently, Soviet
linguists consider it to be the complete description of con-
temporary Russian along with the establishment of its norms.
Standardization, therefore, goes further than mere description

i

i
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by including the selection of preferred or permissible forms
whenever variants exist. 26 The importance of stylistic con-
siderations in dealing with variants is referred to often. 27

Even with the previously mentioned emergence of national
standards, the determination of norms for any living language
is complicated by several problems. Firstly, for many
languages no complete, accurate, synchronic description
has been made. Secondly, it is difficult to keep pace with
the changes which all living languages undergo. Thirdly,
there is no generally established method for classifying as
"standard, " "acceptable, " or "sub-standard" the variants
and marginal forms which a linguistic description reveals.
A fourth problem is that some languages with a literary
tradition evince significant differences between the written
standard and the spoken standard.28 The remainder of this
paper will deal briefly with the first two problems, namely,
the achievements of Soviet linguists in describing Russian
and their treatment of change. It will then go on to discuss
in detail the Soviet linguists' treatment of variants.

In the last twenty-five years significant progress has
been achieved in the description of modern Russian. The
first volume of Ugakov's Explanatory Dictionary of Russian
(Tolkovyj slovar' russkogo jazykaj, published in 1935, ushered
in this period. After Ugakov's four-volume Dictionary had
been completed in 1940, other important contributions to
Russian lexicography were made. They are the four editions
of OZegov's one-volume Dictionary of Russian (Slovar' russkogo
jazyka) (Moskva, 1949, 1952, 1953, 1960); the Academy's
fifteen-volume Dictionary of Current Literary Russ (Slovar'
sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo jazyka), of which ten
volumes have been completed (Moskva, 1951 ); the Academy'
four-volume Dictionary of Russian (Slovar' russkogo
which has been completed this year (Moskva, 1957-1961);
Oiegov and A. Sapiro, Orthographic Dictionary of Russian
(Orfografie'eskij slovar' russkogo jazyka) (3rd ed., Moskva,
1958).

In the area of grammatical description, V. Vinogradov
has played the leading role. His Russian Language (Russkij
jazyk) (Moskva, 1947) has exerted strong influence on subsequent
works concerning the morphology of Russian. Vinogradov
has also served as the chief editor of the Academy's major
two-volume Russian Grammar (Grammatika russkogo jazyka),
which has appeared in two editions (Moskva, 1953-54 and 1960).
The second edition is basically a reprint of the first.
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The phonetic system of modern Russian has been de-
scribed in various works. The most significant of these for
this study are the following: L. V. g6erba's phonetic intro-
duction in the Academy Grammar; R. I Avanesov and I. S.
Oiegov, Russian Literary Pronunciation and Stress (Russkoe
literaturnoe proiznogenie i udarenie) (Moskva, 1954 and 1959,
with a reprint of the 2nd ed. in 1960); R. I. Avanesov, Rus-
sian Literary Pronunciation (Russkoe literaturnoe proiznogenie)
(Moskva, 1950, 1954, and 1958). The stage pronunciation has
been described in the following: G. Vinokur, Russian Stage
Pronunciation (Russkoe sceniCeskoe proiznaenie) (Moskva,
1948); I. S. Illinskaja and V. N. Sidorov, "Concerning the
Stage Pronunciation in the Theaters of Moscow" ("0 scenie-es-
kom proiznogenii v moskovskix teatrax"), Questions of Speech
Culture (Voprosy kul'tury ree-i) (Moskva, 1955), pp. 143-171;
I. Sarie-eva, Stage Speech (Sceni6eskaja ree") (Moskva, 1955).

The selected works just listed are major achievements
in the description of standard Russian. They offer a far more
complete picture of the language than was available twenty-
five years ago. Igakov's Dictionary, for example, repre-
sented a milestone in the description of the standard Russian
lexicon (and morphology) even though it was below the level
of existing dictionaries for the major languages of western
Europe. However, Soviet works still do not describe Rus-
sian as well as could be hoped for. Although the Academy
Grammar, for example, represents by far the fullest avail-
able description of the standard Russian grammar, it has
serious shortcomings.29 Other Soviet works also fail at times
to present a clear description of current standard Russian.
One striking example of inconsistency is afforded by the
treatment of a subject as fundamental as the alphabet. Ex-
amination of recent Soviet dictionaries gives rise to the
question of whether the Russian alphabet has thirty-two or
thirty-three letters, i. e. , whether the 6 is to be considered
a letter or not. Thus Oiegov's Dictionary lists 6 as an
independent letter and shows the alphabet as having thirty-
three letters." However, the Academy's four-volumes and
fifteen-volume dictionaries now being compiled list i as the
ninth letter, which indicates that 6 was not counted and that
the alphabet will total thirty-two letters in the completed
dictionaries. 31

Soviet linguists are fully aware that a language always
changes and that, consequently, the standard can never be
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considered static. 32 A comparison of the phonetic intro-
duction to Ugakov's Dictionary and 0.iegov's Dictionary
(first three editions) shows that the shift from the old Moscow
standard pronunciation to a new standard has been recognized
clearly. In addition, if we compare the description of stage
pronunciation in the three works cited above Vinokur
(published in 1948); Il'inskaja and Sidorov (published in 1955,
based on observations made in 1951-1952); and Sarfeeva
(published in 1955) we see that even in this traditionally
conservative area, the change to the new norm has been
recognized. Thus, for the unstressed, third-person plural
ending of second conjugation verbs, Vinokur still gave pho-
netically [ut] (p. 55). Il'inskaja and Sidorov described both
[ut] and [at] as acceptable (pp. 150-151). SariCeva confirmed
the new norm by giving only [at] (p. 91). Sari6eva also re-
flected the new standard for other aspects of Russian pro-
nunciation. Vinokur (p. 62) and Il'inskaja and Sidorov (p. 149)
indicated the hard pronunciation of the velar before i in such
words as gromkij 'loud,' vytaskivat' `to drag out.' SariCeva
gave, however, the soft pronunciation (p. 91). As for the
final s in reflexive verbs, both Vinokur (p. 65) and Il'inskaja
and Sidorov (pp. 147-148) retained the hard variant as the
standard, although the latter do note the sporadic use of the
soft pronunciation. SariCeva, on the other hand, described
the soft form as standard (p. 90).

It is more difficult to describe those changes taking place
in morphology and syntax than those in the phonetic structure.
It is, therefore, not surprising that Soviet attempts to record
new grammatical norms have been less systematic than their
efforts to keep pace with current pronunciation.33 The most
difficult changes to record are, of course, those in the
lexicon. Oiegov, the leading Soviet lexicographer, has
deplored the fact that Soviet dictionaries simply cannot keep
abreast of contemporary lexical innovations.34

Let us now turn to a detailed examination of how Soviet
works have dealt with the major problem in standardization

the treatment of variants. First, it must be noted that the
basic conflict between pure description on one hand, and
standardization, i, e., selection of variants, on the other,
is noticeable in Soviet works. The conflict existed, of course,
before the Revolution. The noted linguist, A.A. Saxmatov,
in particular, did not consider the selection of preferable
variants to fall within the competence of the linguist.35
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L. V. nerba, while recognizing the need of normative
grammars, warned as follows: "excessive standardization
is harmful: it emasculates the language, depriving it of
flexibility. One should never forget the negative example
set by the French Academy. "36 Doubts concerning normali-
zation have been expressed by others very recently. For
example, the following statement by Avanesov, a leading
figure in Soviet standardization efforts, appears in the Fore-
word of the 1954 and 1958 editions of his Russian Literary
Pronunciation: "no one author . . . is able or has the right
to take upon himself the functions of a 'legislator,' prescrib-
ing pronunciation norms. "37

However, in spite of such statements, the basic trend
in recent Soviet works is normative. Thus, Avanesov, im-
mediately after making the statement just cited, added that
further research should produce "the possibility of strengthen-
ing the normative element in following editions of the book. "38

The same Avanesov, together with Oiegov, as follows
in the Foreword to Russian Literary Pronunciation and Stress:
"the editorial staff has striven to achieve the strictest pos-
sible normalization of pronunciation and stress. "39 Other
works, such as the Academy Grammar, Oiegov's Dictionary
and the Academy four-volume and fifteen-volume dictionaries,
also indicate in their Introductions that they aim to be normative
rather than solely descriptive. Oiegov, as director of the
Section for Contemporary Literary Language and Speech Cul-
ture of the Russian Language Institute, occupies a key posi-
tion in present standardization attempts. He writes that the
Soviet linguist "not only records and explains linguistic facts,
. . . but . . . acts as a legislator of the norms. "40 Another
indication of the current interest in standardization is a recent
article in the journal Questions of Linguistics by 0. S. Ax-
manova et al. 41 The authors point to the necessity of working
out a scientific classification for syntactical, lexicological,
and stylistic variants.42 The article proposes the introduction
of a new sub-branch of grammar to be called ortologija 'or-
thology, ' which would systematically classify variants and
thereby aid standardization efforts. 43

If we look at current Soviet normative works as a whole,
the following general picture emerges. The works prepared
outside the Section for Contemporary Literary Language and
Speech Culture are not co-ordinated in regard to standardiza-
tion. This statement applies to the Academy dictionaries, the
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Academy Grammar, 44 and also to the early editions of OZegov
and Avanesov. The lack of consistent normalization in these
works has aroused strong censure from the Soviet linguists
who have reviewed them. The reviewers have unanimously
condemned the failure to progress toward complete standardi-
zation. The following two comments taken from reviews and
discussions illustrate this condemnation. The first is from
a review of the Academy four-volume Dictionary: "We have
observed that the feeling of perplexity among language teachers
and students of philology reaches a climax when they notice
that the Academy Grammar rejects what the [Academy four-
volume] Dictionary accepts. "45 The second is from a review
of the Academy Grammar: "However, at times the reader
comes across sections which only record a fact without ex-
pres sing the author's evaluation thereof .. . Unfortunately
. . . the compiler seems to forget that a grammar serves
first of all as a normative stylistic reference work." 46 Other
reviews and discussions contain similar statements. 47

On the other hand, the recent works prepared by per-
sonnel of the Section for Contemporary Literary Language
and Speech Culture, i. e. , Oiegov's Dictionary (1960)48 and
Avanesov and Oiegov's Russian Literary Pronunciation and
Stress (1959), represent the beginning of an effort to attain
the final standardization of Russian. (These two works will
be referred to hereafter as Oiegov and Avanesov, respectively.
A major specific objective of this study is to demonstrate
precisely how Oiegov and Avanesov have more consistently
proceeded toward normalization than the other works cited.
We turn now to this analysis. (For the sake of simplification,
the incomplete fifteen-volume Dictionary will not be included
in the following discussion.) Page references will be made
in parentheses to Volume I of the Academy Grammar (2nd
ed.) and also to Avanesov when the page referred to is not
in its alphabetized section.

First, questions of pronunciation and stress will be
examined. The Academy Grammar admits as free variants
the hard and soft (by assimilatory softening) forms of s in
the words smelyj 'bold,' svist 'whistle,' pospee 'to ripen'
and of z in zvenet' 'to ring' (p. 76). Avanesov admits only the
soft variant. The Grammar describes as possible the soften-
ing of m in bombit' 'to bomb' (p. 77). Avanesov indicates as
standard only the hard variant. The Grammar describes as
equal variants the hard or soft z in izbit' 'to beat thoroughly'

)
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(p. 76). Avanesov lists the soft z in this word as only ac-
ceptable. The Grammar considers as equally good both
pronunciations of ge", i.e. , the long soft sibilant [gig'] or the
combination of sof' sibilant plus soft affricate [V61] (p. 49).
Avanesov describes the latter pronunciation as only accept-
able (p. 682). The Grammar indicates that in slow, careful
pronunciation the t may be heard in the roots of such words
as antifagistskij 'anti-Fascist' and alipinistsk,j 'mountain-
climbing' (pp 80-81). Avanesov allows no such pronunciation.
The Grammar states that the plural of kogot' 'claw' may have
a fricative before the t: [1(Oxtti] (p.79). Avanesov admits
only the explosive k in this form: [kOkt1i].

We turn now to variations in stress. The Grammar
presents as free variants the past tense reflexive forms
dillsja and dralsja 'he fought,' vilsja and vilsja 'he twisted,'
sobralsja and sobralsjg he got ready' (p. 481). Avanesov
describes only the root-stressed forms as standard, the end-
stressed variants being marked as obsolete. The four-volume
Academy Dictionary gives both vkrgpitt and vkrapiti 'to inter-
sperse' as standard. Oiegov gives only vkrgpit': The four-
volume Dictionary lists the variants apartment and apartament
`large apartment.' Oiegov gives only apartgment.

As for short adjective forms, the Grammar gives as free
variants the singular neuters mS.lo and male) 'small, ' pljg.no
and pijanO 'drunk,' stgro and stare) 'old' and the plurals mg.ly
and malf 'small, ' vredny and vrednf 'harmful, ' gOdny and
godnf 'fit, ' mily and milt' 'nice, ' nemy and novf 'new' (pp.
323-324). Avanesov is once again stricter, either allowing
only one variant, or selecting one variant as preferable. Thus,
it lists only male), ptjg.no, malf, p'jg.ny and describes the
variants stSro, vredny, gOdny, nifty, nemy as preferable to
stare), vrednf, godrrY, milt', and novf.

In closing this discussion of phonetic variants, it should
be noted that at present the Section for Contemporary Literary
Language and Speech Culture is circulating a pronunciation
questionnaire. 49 This questionnaire is designed to shed
light on unsettled areas of contemporary Russian pronr-icia-
tion. For instance, it deals with the questions of assimilatory
softening, the pronunciation of Ms the change of a velar ex-
plosive before another consonant to a velar fricative all of
which have already been mentioned. Also, the questionnaire
is concerned with the pronunciation in recent loanwords of
unstressed o, consonants before e, and dcuble consonants.
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In addition, it includes questions about the pronunciation of
'C'n in various words, the pronunciation of certain vowels in
various unstressed positions, the pronunciation of consonants
before the hard sign, th.!. pronunciation of g in various words,
the pronunciation of the s in reflexive verb endings.

We now turn to morphological variants. Here the four-
volume Dictionary will be compared with the Oiegov Dictionary.
The four-volume Dictionary often gives as free variants of
one verb two imperfective forms one ending in -ivat' or
--yvat', the other in -at' or -jat'. Oiegov, on the other hand,
often gives only one form. This practice in Oiegov's Dic-
tionar is not primarily due to its smaller size but rather to
its stronger tendency toward standardization. Thus, the four-
volume Dictionary gives the following as free variants: iz-
gotavlivat' izgotovljat' `to manufacture,' nakaplivat'
nakopljat' `to accumulate, ' vyskarzyvati vyskolizat' `to
slip out,' obrezyvat' obrezat' `to cut off,' odarivat'
odar'at' 'to endow,' etc. Oiegov, by .-ontrast, lists only
izgotovljat', nakaplivat', vyskall zyvati, obrezat', and odarivat'.

In other miscellaneous examples we see the same contrast.
The four-volume Dictionary gives as variants bivak bivuak
`bivouac, ' klaviga klavfg 'key' (on typewriter, piano),
legalizovat' legalizi.rovati `to legalize,' etc. Oiegov lists
only bivak, klaviga, and legalizovat'.

The co-ordination between the latest editions of Oiegov
and Avanesov is demonstrated by their treatment of masculine
nouns vacillating in the nominative plural between the regular
-y or -i endings and stressed -a or -ja. A study has shown
that in regard to such nouns the 1952 edition of Oiegov differed
from the 1955 edition of Avanesov in forty-one instances.5°
However, if we compare the 1960 edition of 0;2'egov with the
1959 Avanesov, we find that the number of disagreements has
shrunk to seven. Essentially, Oiegov haS shifted to conform
with Avanesov and has adjusted his description of all doubtful
nouns except one in the 1960 edition. Avanesov, on the other
hand,. carried over almost intact his description of fluctuating
nouns from the 1955 to the 1959 edition.51

This approach to uniformity in normative works by no
means signifies uniformity in actual usage. For example,
both Oiegov and Avanesov give as the plural of sous 'sauce,'
`gravy, "dressing' the form s6usv. Avanesov even warns
specifically that sousa is incorrect. However, in a recent
Soviet handbook on cooking we find first sous6, but on the
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facing page s6usy.52 This example is especially demonstra-
tive. The two variants are printed almost side by side in a
Soviet technical work, where linguistic fluctuations rarely
take place. The occurrence of the two forms in a technical
style bears witness to the vitality of y 6: fluctuation in
modern Russian. 53

It appears evident that Soviet standardization efforts will
not stop the production of perfectly co-ordinated grammars
and dictionaries. Soviet linguists have in mind that the
established standard be acquired by speakers not only among
the highly educated, but also among the huge mass of the
population.54 Teachers of Russian have the difficult mission
of raising the language habits of the masses to the level of
standard Russian by eliminating sub-standard and dialectal
traits from the speech of their students.55

The following concluding remarks can be made. In the
last twenty-five years, significant normative-descriptive
works on Russian have been published within the Soviet Union.
Attempts to complete the standardization of Russian have,
however, begun to take concrete form only recently, with
the works emanating from the three-year old Section for
Contemporary Literary Language and Speech Culture of the
Academy's Russian Language Institute. Other works published by
the Russian Language Institute are not consistently normative. This
fact would indicate that overall co-ordination of standardization
attempts is yet to be achieved. The reviews of Soviet works on
Russian express dissatisfaction with this confusion. They seem to
reflect a stong sentiment at the "grass-roots" level to see the doubt-
ful features of contemporary Russian cleared up by the recognized
scholarly authority, i.e. , the Academy of Sciences. Probably,
much of the pressure for completing the standardization of Russian
can be attributed to the enormous growth of Russian language in-
struction both within the Soviet Union and abroad. The school-
teacher obviously tends to rely on the "standard" and becomes
frustrated when authoritative reference works disagree."

Two conclusions of this paper namely that standardiza-
tion efforts are still not co-ordinated fully and that there are
popular demands for standardization were confirmed after
this study had been completed when the late Professor K. I.
Bylinsk:j's book Stress Dictionary for Radio and Television
Workers (Slovar' udarenij dlja rabotnikov radio i televidenija)
(Moskva, 1960) arrived in this country (in February, 1961).

The aforementioned lack of co-ordination is indicated by the
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fact that the Foreword to this book conspicuously avoids any
reference to the work of Avanesov or of the Section for Con-
temporary Literary Language and Speech Culture. Concern-
ing the source material for this stress dictionary, the Fore-
word refers only to the data gathered in the files of the
Government Radio and Television Committee and to a file
of "difficult" words submitted by radio announcers (pp. 4-5).
As to the prevalent desire for standardization of pronunciation,
the Foreword states:

Often . . . the data found in various reference works
and even in the various editions of the very same
reference work contradict each other. At the same
time, announcers . . . are obligated to use one stand-
ard pronunciation and stress. Inconsistency in radio
and television pronunciation, the slightest deviation
from the established phonetic standard arouse pro-
tests and at times even strong indignation on the part
of listeners and viewers. (Pp. 3-4.)

Future attempts to reduce the number of variants in de-
scriptions of Russian will be interesting. A second question.
is linked to the attitude which educated Russians will take
toward the normative works. The latest editions of OZegov
and Avanesov have been published in verylarge printings.57
These basic normative works will, consequently be available
to a large part of the Soviet population. We must wait to see
what effect these works will have within the controlled Soviet
system on the actual speech habits of Russians.
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